Happenings at
‘Equinne Park’
Run Nr.:
Date:
Hare:
Co-Hares:
Runners:
Distance:
Checks:
FROPs:
Time:
Guests:
Returnees:

3707
22nd December 2014
Patrick Koay
Kam Lan, Kai Loh and See Foo
70
~ 11km.
5
Ah Meng
8pm.
Kam Lan, Kai Loh and See Foo
Roger Gregson and Erik Kee

Despite the traffic, members turned up in force. The weather held out at
the tart but drizzled on and off later. On Sec was late again this week to
start the run.
Rob has just this to say:
3rd Jungle run in a row.
Probably worst of the 3. First part moonscape, then rough terrain.
1.7km until we reached last week’s paper. Follow last week’s paper for
3km.
5km home run on tarmac against the traffic and fumes
11.5 km according to GPS if allow 1km for checking still long for jungle
run.
Can only improve next week in Ulu Yam
Each week, the hare starts getting worried at 7.30pm. At 7.45pm, he is
sweating a bit. At 7.50-7.55pm and after he stops as it would have been
declared a fine run.
And so it was today.
The runners were stretched out a lot as they streamed in. It was also
drizzling a bit and this dampened the mood. But it got drier and except
for Mike Moi, the rest were back by 8.30pm.
Circle started at 8.45pm and the butler for the day was long missing
Korean Kang.
The hare and his co-hares were on the box and the verdict was not do
good. They all got their drink after the official declaration of the FINE run.
On Cash was away but the On Sec said he was ready to take in subs for
the next year. No one paid.

The 3 guests, Kam Lan, Kai Loh and See Foo came up and got their drink.
But they would be back as they were the co-hares and intend to help
Patrick set the fine run.
Returnees were Roger Gregson back from Nigeria and Erik Kee who came
out of his kitchen for a while. Roger also got his mug and a 5-year
membership patch. (5 years only?)
There was no bomoh today as next week’s hare was absent and he did
not appointment a replacement, but we will have a crate next week.
Charges opened to the floor and the first to take this up was David Hirst.
Except for kana, he said, all of us had to work for a living. All his clients
pay him on time too, except one. David had to approach a Senior
Manager in a major company for his payment. Phil had to stand in for his
company and so had to stand on the box.
Bon got Kenny up for a birthday song.
Leong got the Christians up for the upcoming Christmas. Strangely, none
of the Europeans came up! Till they were ‘pushed’ up!
Then Opera got a birthday song which is on Christmas day. He turned out
to be different though.
With that, the hare was up to give directions a few times, each time
different, to the hungry pack.

PIX OF THE RUN

